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Abstract 

The current case study served to investigate roles, uses, attitudes, and future implications of 
a collaborative artificial intelligence system [CAIS] at a user experience and service design 
firm. Due to the shortage in the body of literature for human machine co-creative 
collaboration, this study obliged in expanding on it from a qualitative and conceptual level. 
Findings from a thematic analysis on design practitioners, indicated three main themes: 
Attitudes, Attributes, and Awareness. Main findings indicate that negative attitudes affect 
how much autonomy is ascribed to CAIS; There is a lack of actuating design with this type 
of technology, partly due to lack of knowledge but also a central authority in the 
community; CAIS is perceived to foster creativity, but not truly collaboratively; Finally, 
ethical considerations towards designing with such intelligent systems are discussed both 
regarding the designer and the design process, but also towards the end-user. 
 
Keywords: human-machine co-creativity, customer journey mapping, designer attitudes 

1. Introduction 

1.1 User experience and service design 
The HCI field’s adoption of user centered design, as coined by Norman and Draper (1986). 
The terminology has led to a major focus shift, changing the perspective that guides the 
design and decision-making process from the product to its user, thus designing products 
based on the end user’s needs. As a result, much effort has been put into both qualitative and 
quantitative user research to gain insight into the user’s interaction and cognition when 
designing, birthing the domain of user experience design [UX] (Norman and Draper, 1986).  

Developments within organizational and business domains of IT have both utilized and 
developed methods to ensure stronger satisfaction among users and customers of a product 
or service (Polaine, Løvlie, and Reason, 2013). Understanding demands and needs of users, 
or rather customers in the case of companies, is crucial to ensure the design of a good 
product or service, but perhaps above it is the customer’s experiences pre-dating the main 
interaction, during, and lastly after interacting with the design, as it determines the yield of 
positive interaction with the service itself. A common practice of evaluating users’- or 
customers’ experiences interacting with a designed product or service, is to conduct a 
customer journey map (Folstad, Kvale, and Halvorsrud, 2013). In such, each interaction 
between the stakeholder and customer/user is plotted on a map spanning the entire length of 
the customer’s experiences with the service/product. A customer journey map may be used as 
the basis for any service or product design or evaluation, and even in organizational purposes 
(i.e., business design). These are made to produce a reliable map a great amount of quality 
user research is required, both in the form of quantitative and qualitative (Folstad, Kvale, and 
Halvorsrud, 2013). A well-researched map yields a chance to step back, observe, recalibrate, 
and take appropriate actions to gain desired effects. Hence, conducting user research is not 
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only an advantage in design, but a requirement to produce truly customer- or user centric 
design (Norman and Draper, 1986). 

1.2 Design + AI 
As computing power and data collection (e.g., through ubiquitous computing) is increasing, 
and becoming more abundant and affordable in our daily life use of technology (e.g., social 
media, cloud computing and storage, etc). Tools to cope with the data such as analytics are 
becoming more versatile, viable, and integral to informing designers regarding user- and 
customer experiences (Fisher, DeLine, Czerwinski, and Drucker, 2012). Analytical data is 
utilized by creators across many different domains of HCI. Especially, with enhancements in 
computing power, such technologies are becoming more avidly used to inform the various 
forms and stages in UX design processes (Chen, Chiang, & Storey, 2012; Kitchin, 2014). 
Thus, one could imagine such developments to aid in creating more reliable picture of the 
customers or users, and their needs. Furthermore, such implementation of analytics could 
gain designers advantages in real-time, perhaps even during the design process itself, aiding 
the researcher in their work, designing anything from an app to a customer journey map. 
Certainly, with the rise of intelligently powered systems (i.e., artificial intelligence [AI], or 
machine learning [ML]), their use as design material (Dove, Halskov, Forlizzi, Zimmerman, 
2017; Yang, Scuito, Zimmerman, Forlizzi, Steinfeld, 2018) being researched. However, the 
question begs to be answered, why this technology is not already being used as a general-
purpose design tool itself. Indeed, it might perhaps be an alternative way to explore future 
designs, methods, and even further tools. 

A hypothetical example of computer intelligence aided design could be that designers do 
not have to rely on their working memory to remember all design heuristics. This could also 
mean that they would not have to comb through tedious amount of quantitative or qualitative 
data to cluster themes manually. Such effortful tasks could be completed by these systems, 
which could do it much more efficiently (Kohavi, Logbotham, Sommerfield, Henne, 2008). 
Maybe such systems could also act as a fail guard, in collaboration with its user (Epstein, 
2014). Moreover, due to cheap, powerful, and abundant computing these systems could cut 
time spent on designer’s part; analyzing massive amounts of user data and learning from 
such and become more capable collaborators (Fisher, DeLine, Czerwinski, and Drucker, 
2012; Epstein, 2014). Either way, the possibilities are as many as the algorithms we write, 
and the data we choose to collect. 

The current landscape of intelligent systems is one that has yet to be thoroughly explored 
within service- and user experience design (Dove, Halskov, Forlizzi, Zimmerman, 2017). The 
area of informing design through analytics (e.g., big data analysis) is somewhat already 
explored (Fisher, DeLine, Czerwinski, and Drucker, 2012). With recent studies investigating 
different expert domains in the interaction between designers and intelligent systems as a 
tool for: adaptive UI, visual art, and game design (Deterding et al., 2017; Feldman, 2017; 
Yannakakis, Liapis, Alexopoulos, 2014). Yet, for user- and service experience design [SxD] 
there has not been much investigation (Dove et al., 2017). Specifically, as a general-purpose 
human-machine co-creativity (Lubart, 2005) tool, and even less likely with a reality anchored 
(i.e., case study) and infield (i.e., practitioners) approach. Thus, when ascertaining its effect 
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among practitioners, in the form of in-field research, pre-assessments regarding its 
applicability are crucial to orient the effort of a study into a focused goal that gauges, and 
centers design propositions around its users. 

1.3 Current study 
The purpose of the current study is to gain context relevant perspective in different 
practitioner’s roles at UX and service design firm, and from such investigate future 
implementations and considerations of a collaborative artificial intelligence system. This is to 
be achieved by ideating plausible use cases that are relevant to the practitioners, with 
themselves. 

The study at hand utilizes a modified service design methodology of customer journey 
mapping (i.e., Designer journey map) to gain this context relevant perspective. This is then 
used to investigate and project a future vision based on the needs and goals of the field site 
(i.e., a medium sized user experience and service design consultancy firm). Lastly, the final 
aim is to investigate the concept of human-machine co-creation [HMCC] based on relevance 
identified from the customer journey map and data points from the entire data corpus, to 
create use cases; this in order to interpret the practitioner's attitude toward a concept of 
using a HMCC tool, and to ideate plausible use cases with them. 

Hence, the current explorative case study shall explore the current internal processes and 
interactions between design practitioners and their customers of a medium sized UX design 
consultant firm in the form of a designer journey map [DJM]. The DJM will serve to gain 
perspective of the inner workings of the designer journey, and from it find segments that may 
be enriched with HMCC. The target of this case study is a medium sized UX consultancy firm 
in midst of organizational expansion as a result of its recent acquisition, and thus, receiving a 
broad set of new competencies and capabilities across many different domains of expertise. 

It is important to distinguish that the current study does not seek to investigate “how” to 
design or integrate HMCC system, rather in “what” situations (i.e., pertaining to a relevant 
context for UX and SxD practitioners) it could be implemented, as well as the designer’s 
attitudes towards working collaboratively with intelligent technologies. 

Therefore, the research questions of this study pertain to what the role of 
collaborative/creative AI systems [CAIS] could be at a medium sized UX and SxD consultant 
firm –  

“How it may aid the designers in their tasks?” 

“What the designer’s preconceptions, attitudes, reactions and preferences are 
surrounding the concept?” 

“How it may be particularly valuable for UX and SxD practitioners in the 
precipice of an AI technology era?” 
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2. Related research 
The following section starts with a broad introduction to Intelligent systems, and follows with 
brief examples of CAIS implementations. Thereafter, an introduction to related research in 
regards to attitudinal aspects towards intelligent systems. Furthermore, a brief look into 
previous studies, where an emphasis is made on the “human” aspect. Moreover, the 
introduction of a service design tool commonly referred to as a customer journey map is 
discussed, particularly to its use for the current study. Additionally, a broader perspective 
encompassing the use of CAIS in the user’s current context, and society as a whole, is 
entertained through the scope of different, yet complementary frameworks. Lastly, a 
conclusion of related research is presented, outlining the theoretical background of the 
current study. 

2.1 CAIS examples 
The term intelligent systems is quite broad and applicable to many, both non- interactive 
systems, as well as highly interactive and present intelligent agents, with a particularly 
interesting branch termed collaborative intelligence (Epstein, 2014). These form a 
particularly interesting kind of intelligent systems as their main purpose is to collaborate 
with human intelligence. In other words, it is not intended to perform tasks totally 
independent or automatically, rather to work in conjunction. This means that it would be 
delegated certain subtasks that are more fitting to it than the human interacting with it (ibid, 
p. 40), so that it may augment the human (i.e., designer’s) capability in that task. In fact, this 
is what Accenture’s Chief Technical and Innovation Officer Paul Daugherty and colleagues 
mention in their paper (Wilson, Daugherty, & Morini-Bianzino, 2017), the use of AI is far 
from replacing human jobs, but rather to add to it through various new job categories (p.14). 
In their paper (Wilson et al., 2017) speak of a need for humans to “train”, “explain”, and 
“sustain” the AI technology in a way so that it may be more compatible when interacting in 
both individual and organizational purposes. Although the concept of a collaborative 
intelligent system might seem too farfetched, and perhaps seem more of a concept belonging 
to a sci-fi world, its use has been well documented and researched. In the commercial sense, 
the past years have been dominated by an ever-growing landscape of AI voice guided 
personal/home assistants such as Amazon’s Alexa and Apple Siri, adding astonishing abilities 
to their already vast arsenal through research like empathy training (Wilson, Daugherty, and 
Morini-Bianzino, 2017). Examples are seen also on the organizational levels, where 
practitioners and AI work collaboratively with much success such as in education (Letzter, 
2016), health and defense (Pang and Lee, 2008), and very recently with actual commercial 
CAIS powered visual designing tools like Adobe Sensei (Adobe, 2018). This collaborative 
intelligence is of course only early adaptations of what seems to be growing at an exponential 
rate, yet still these are some technologies that fit the space of collaborative intelligence quite 
well according to Epstein’s (2014) requirements of collaborative intelligence (p.40). The 
growth of its capability by the second (Chen, Chiang, Storey, 2012), as it collects vast 
quantities of data (i.e., big data) from multiple sources and creators across the internet 
(p.1176). Human-machine collaborative efforts are spreading across practice domains, 
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fostering not only computing power, but human and creativity as well (Liapis, Yannakakis, 
Alexopoulos & Lopes, 2016). 

2.2 Attitudes Towards Intelligent Systems 
As aforementioned, the brief mention of intelligent systems might encourage an unrealistic 
expectation, according to (Yang et al., 2018 might lead to a reluctance of using such systems 
“in complex or sensitive contexts” (p.280). This type of attitude might rise from the system’s 
lacking ability to grasp the user’s intent, and as such viewing the system as non-intelligent, 
unreliable, and unintuitive (as reported in Yang et al.,2018; Yang and Newman, 2013). The 
inability of human-like thinking is something that has plagued the interaction between 
humans and intelligent agents, but rigorously researched in hope to bridge the gap, and 
thereby improve their interactions (Dix, 2016; Wiese, Metta, Wykowska, 2017). Indeed, it is 
such gaps Daugherty et al., (2017) believes humans may aid to bridge. Evidently, the variable 
of “human-like” thinking (i.e., intentionality) in intelligent agents, or the lack thereof, might 
be factoring into the misunderstanding, and the quite evident lack of experience and 
knowledge (Yang et al., 2018) (p. 281). As noted by Yang et al. (2018) such technology is not 
yet well understood by designers, as such when used as a design material to prototype with it 
is treated like “magic” (p.279), this issue is delegated to the lack of understanding how such 
systems works within the designing community. While UX practitioners in the field still 
adhere to traditional tools when designing, very little of most prototypes include testing new 
and innovative ways of using intelligent systems (Yang et al., 2018). Indeed, such absence of 
knowledge around these systems are highlighted in their study (Yang et al., 2018), where they 
interviewed UX practitioners in regard to their own use of machine learning systems in their 
design among other factors such like attitude or previous experiences. A main factor from 
this study pertained to the lack of understanding of using such intelligent systems as a design 
material. Their literature review in the field concluded three main themes: that technological 
advancements would improve interaction using intelligent systems, a need for research to 
surface addressing challenges of using and designing with intelligent technologies, lastly an 
actual need to work with aforementioned design challenges (p.279). In their interviews 
respondents explained that there are a multitude of difficulties in prototyping, ideating and 
actuating with intelligent systems (i.e., ML systems), in addition most respondents expressed 
a need for collaboration with a skilled technologist, this was further highlighted as many 
designers did not even know how these intelligent systems work and would equate the 
underlying processes to “magic” (p.283). However, it should be noted that the study does not 
discredit the amount of knowledge of ML within the UX design community, such is in fact 
noted as being “broadly [understood], but not specifically” (p.283). Moreover, additional 
important factors were brought up by the respondents of the study, some designers were 
concerned with their role in regard to its utilization, some underlined the importance of 
designers having to “bring ethical and human centered voice to the algorithms” (p. 283), 
while others spoke of making the use of intelligent systems being less “creepy” by 
understanding use cases and mapping out accurate user stories to make effective machine 
learning prototypes. Indeed, the role of designers is not diminished in the presence of such 
design materials, but perhaps even increased in its advent.  
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2.3 Human Centered Prototyping and Evaluating CAIS 
The current state of utilizing collaborative intelligence seems to be dire, as most practitioners 
lack a depth of understanding enough to either discourage, or hinder its utilization in 
prototyping. To tackle the issue solutions have been proposed pertaining to creating 
prototyping tools to fill the gap of knowledge for practitioners who do not yet possess deep 
knowledge in regard to intelligent systems (Yang et al., 2018). On the other hand, they 
outline a couple of initial challenges in UX community pertaining to ML prototyping (p.284 - 
285), a particular point in regards to “considering the interplay between machine learning 
statistical intelligence and human common sense intelligence” that might arise from the lack 
of intentionality on the intelligent system, as well as lack of knowledge on the human’s part. 
Of course, it is important to highlight that multiple other factors play into this, such as user 
attitudes, in what sense the intelligent agent is present, context, and much more, which 
highlights the importance of investigating such variables through research. 

While some articles highlight these issues, and the importance of prototyping with 
intelligent systems (Yang et al., 2018), the use of intelligent systems itself as a collaborator in 
the design process is less explored in the design space, yet not totally unheard of (Feldman, 
2017; Kato, Osone, Sato, Muramatsu, Ochiai, 2018; Liapis et al., 2016; Oh, Song, Choi, Kim, 
Lee, Suh, 2018; Wilke and Portman, 2016). Such a co-creative relationship was first 
suggested by Lubart (2005), which is now commonly referred to as a human-machine co-
creative collaboration. A common concern in HMCC domain of HCI research is with the 
definition, or rather the extent of gravity in the “creativity” aspect of the term, which has been 
discussed in the matter of how much a non-conscious intelligent agent might be ascribed 
with (Bown, 2015; Burkhardt and Lubart, 2010; Colton 2008; Colton et al., 2016). Although, 
it might seem a matter of semantics for some, how we come to define it may also affect how 
we view and interact with it (Jordanous, 2017). Thus, the importance of personal 
preconception and attitude of the human counterpart in the joint co-creation may determine 
reactions and success of the interaction and outcome. 

In the study Yang et al. (2018) rather point towards the lack of tools for rapid prototyping 
with machine learning and various intelligent systems that lead to challenges for 
practitioners to utilize the technology. While this seems as a strong reason for its absence, it 
might not bear enough weight when considering low fidelity methods of prototyping. Some 
examples of such are storyboards or “Wizard of Oz” user testing, which are only limited by 
the designer’s own imagination and ability when ideating and designing for a concept 
prototype. Although, the use of high fidelity prototypes gives a different type of insight, the 
rapid prototyping for iterative ideation and rapid concept testing can be achieved with such 
aforementioned methods. Yet, the argument should not be entirely dismissed as there 
certainly is a place for hi-fidelity prototype testing. Especially, when it comes to non-present 
or virtual intelligent systems, such that do not directly communicate with their user, but 
passive and discreetly perhaps, running in the background of an application. These kinds of 
intelligent systems are harder to emulate for a lo-fi prototype. Furthermore, when it comes to 
prototyping and testing intelligent systems, the statistical ML is what is at the center stage 
most of the time, when evaluating the system itself, rather than user based concerns. 
However, there are successful studies where functional HMCC tools have been prototyped 
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and tested, for the purpose of studying, among other things, the human attitudinal aspects in 
HMCC. 

In her study Feldman et al. (2017) prototype and test a HMCC tool for visual design, they 
refer to as a Collaborative Artificial Intelligence System [CAIS], which they name Evolver. 
Evolver is purely based within the domain of visual design, but it integrated UX 
methodologies such as co-creative brainstorming that it achieved through generating new 
versions of original artwork, as provided by the designer (p. 424). Additionally, Evolver had 
other functionalities such as automating repetitive tasks the designer had to otherwise (i.e., 
cropping for massive amounts of pictures). The author explains that a major shortcoming of 
Evolver was indicated as a gap in the HMCC process, where the machine was lacking too 
much in abilities such as intentionality and social intelligence, which made the co-creative 
aspect a struggle (p. 428). Although, common to all AI systems, this issue is not the only 
hindrance for HMCC, aspects of human/practitioner’s context are as important in 
distinguishing what kind of interactions are to be made, and to design on top of it. Thus, for 
the progress of CAIS in actual practice, infield studies such as above mentioned are crucial, 
yet the scope of the study needs to be placed on the human as well. More specifically, towards 
their responses, attitudes, and preconception towards the concept of CAIS. Furthermore, the 
setting that it will be implemented in; is it to pertain only to one expert domain (i.e., visual 
design) or as an interface running on top of other programs, interacting with the user 
throughout an array of practices, as commonly necessitate by UX design. 

Research in HMCC has indicated multiple positive attributes that may be ascribed the co-
creative process between humans and intelligent agents, one such study pertains to the 
mutually amplified creativity Liapis et al. (2016) study fostering human creativity. Their 
argument is based on the ability of machine generated stimuli (i.e., computational output) 
may trigger human mental associations and re-frame the user’s routines during the design 
process, which induces an “out-of-the-box” creativity (p. 3). Additionally, they argue for a 
“computational creativity” (p.13), where the user’s inputs and initiatives creates a parameter, 
or rather limitations on the search space (as opposed from a global search space) for the ML, 
thus rendering a different pattern of process. This is to yields a unique creation in the co-
creation design process. In some regards, the above mentioned goes traces back to the 
arguments pertaining to what justifies as creativity, nevertheless, the multifaceted benefits 
not only establish a co-creation, but also a type of creativity on the machine’s part as well. 
However, it is undeniable that the yield of whatever is produced is partially, if not mostly, on 
the behalf of its user, thus biases are swayed by attitudes, and preferences may determine the 
reaction of the user, hence the efficacy of the HMCC tool. At 2018 CHI conference, Oh, Song, 
Choi, Kim, Lee, and Suh (2018) brought the importance of human reactions and preference 
of human creators to highlight, more precisely how it influences their creativity when 
interacting such system. In their study (Oh et al., 2018) produced a CAIS prototype in the 
form of an interface, called DuetDraw (p.1), its main task was to draw pictures collaboratively 
with the user. Some findings underlined important aspects in CAIS interactions: firstly, 
communication in the form of detailed instructions were appreciated and yielded an overall 
content among its users. Secondly, it was important for the user to feel authority in the 
design task, and for the AI to clearly establish its intentions when requested by the user. 
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Moreover, even though the AI was rated quite low in multiple factors of usability, the overall 
experience interacting with it was rated as enjoyable (p. 9?). However, even though the study 
(Oh et al., 2018) created a high fidelity prototype the results of the study carry little weight 
when it comes down to its external and ecological validity due to its experimental approach, 
since the prototype was neither evaluated as an in-field study, nor by actual practitioners of 
design. It should however be noted, that the authors suggest future studies in more than just 
one domain of design (p. 10). 

Finally, one must not forget the importance of an in-field study, considering the context of 
the creators, and more importantly that although it is a co-creativity effort, the human should 
still be in the center of the design. 

2.4 CJM as Method - in Support of Design 
Customer journey mapping [CJM] is a practice that has been utilized in the field HCI for over 
two decades (Whittle & Foster, 1991), its purpose has primarily been to support design in 
three different ways (Folstad, Kvale, and Halvorsrud, 2013). Firstly, to structure user 
research to understand user needs, requirements and context of use (Segelström, 2009; 
Segelström & Holmlid, 2009; Stickdorn & Zehrer, 2009). Secondly, CJM may be used for co-
creative purposes, to engage various stakeholders in a collaborative co-design process 
(Gloppen, 2009; 2011; Clatworthy, 2010; 2011). Lastly, it is most commonly used as the way 
to visualize the results of a service design [SxD] (Segelström, 2009; Blomkvist & Holmlid, 
2011). Another great benefit of customer journey mapping is its flexibility to focus on, not 
only customers, but any stakeholder journey (i.e., as in the current study’s designer journey 
map) (Blomkvist & Holmlid, 2011). The generic CJM is primarily used to gauge form an 
internal perspective out. This is a common way to diagnose for organizational “bugs” and 
weak touchpoints and pain points with customers are addressed as well (Folstad, Kvale, and 
Halvorsrud, 2013). Furthermore, this method lends itself to identify needs and requirements 
without asking so explicitly, thus giving rise to a better chance to spot unthought-of of 
solutions pertaining to organizational limitations. A further application of CJMs are their 
ability to incite discussion about future developments, more particularly to make future state 
[FS] (OpinionLab, 2017). The primary function of such design artifact or addition to the 
already produced customer journey map is to yield a vision of how the customer or any other 
kind of stakeholder’s experience could be like if suggested implementations based on the 
CJM are actuated. In their summarizing report Folstad et al., (2013) review a large set of 
literature to compose a common definition of what a customer journey is: “A customer 
journey is a process which a customer goes through to achieve a specific goal, involving one 
or more service providers. Customer journey concern customer experiences and may 
include touchpoints, steps, and actions” (p. 11). In their report they conclude that 
touchpoints are all the moments of interaction or communication between customer and 
service provider; Steps comprise the sections that segment the customers journey into pieces; 
Actions (i.e., in the current study termed ‘Doing’) may be thought of as the customer's 
activities, as these may be interactions with service providers they also overlap with 
touchpoints (p.11). 
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The positive uses of plotting the customer journey are thus quite evidently in support of 
identifying the entire experience, and thereby diagnosing it. While, the use of a future state is 
to from such findings gain us a projection of the future we want to envision within the same 
artifact. 

2.5 The Broader Picture 
When designing a product or service it is not only enough to look at the user’s immediate 
needs. A broader picture needs to be undertaken, considering the ecology of which the 
product exists within, of which each respective factor (e.g., the product itself, system of 
products around it, the user, roles, etc..) that influence the user and the product/service’ 
utilization (Forlizzi, 2008). In her study, Forlizzi (2008) coins a framework, inspired by the 
social ecology theory (Netting, 1986), called The Product Ecology; It is a theoretical design 
framework used to describe how products prompt social behaviors, guiding choice of 
appropriate qualitative research method (Forlizzi, 2008). The strength of the framework 
resides in that it lends the researcher an ability to understand both the physical and social 
context of use regarding the product, giving rise to suggestions on how to gauge product 
development within the current state (ibid, p. 18). Moreover, it underlines the importance of 
considering how the users’ needs are dynamic and different within an ecology. This, 
especially when considering how “… a new technology product might replace or augment 
other products… A product might force changes to a space, or evolve new features within a 
particular environment” (ibid, p. 15). However, even though the framework lends great 
capabilities to grasp the use context of a product at a more holistic level, gauging social and 
physical context, its framework is limited to (mostly physical) prototypes, and not conceptual 
ideas or services (ibid, p. 18). Thus, it prioritizes procedural investigations over attitudinal; 
Forlizzi (2008) argues “that some aspect of the method may be lost or weakened in the 
translation. This is because any use or adaptation of a method must inevitably make 
decisions about which aspects of a method are essential, and which aspects might be 
modified to suit the current problem at hand.” (p. 18). Indeed, the aforementioned argument 
is valid when attempting to study a wicked problem such as the current study’s goal (i.e., 
CAIS). However, combined with methodologies (i.e., customer journey mapping) that reduce 
the researchers bias by highlighting what requirements, the choice of methodology and its 
adaptation become not only more reliable but also more externally valid. It is believed by the 
current author that when controlling for such bias of methodological choice and 
implementation, such wicked problems may be addressed on a conceptual level. 

When it comes to broadening the picture it is important to gauge social and physical 
context as Forlizzi’s product ecology framework (2008) indeed does. However, as for many 
aspects, such as concept development and particularly on an attitudinal or cultural level it 
does not lend itself as the optimal tool for such. This is especially evident since it is so 
restricted to its product ecology factors (product, system of products, person/people, roles, 
environmental and social context; place) (ibid, p. 16), and more clearly may show itself as 
almost impossible to gauge services. Exploring, concept developing, let alone designing for a 
larger impact (i.e., such as societal impactful level) an even broader picture is needed; The 
Augmented Service Platform Canvas [ASPC] (Wärnestål, 2018) considers the broader 
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picture, especially for service and concept development for ML or AI driven services. In 
Wärnestål (2018) suggest that we are at a tipping point, where the increase of commercially 
available and most importantly affordable computing power such as ML embedded systems 
and AI, coupled with cloud computing and open data standards is transforming the internet 
and our society as a whole; Compared to before, the internet is now “unlocking real world 
services” (Wärnestål, 2018), referring to services like Uber. Wärnestål continues by arguing 
that the next wave of societal changing services will be produced and powered by AI, and that 
it is the responsibility of designers to ensure that the changes this technology will bring on a 
global infrastructural level is humanized for positive societal impact. Additionally, he furthers 
by suggesting that although the previous tools such as the customer journey map still serve 
great efficacy in gauging service needs across multiple factors. He argues, that they need this 
augmented platform for societal driven impact, where these need to be “re-invented and re-
combined” in order to ask the right questions, and cater for new design spaces. In his model 
(see Appendix 1) 10 major factors (Impact composed of ethics, risks, and values, Data, 
Algorithmic effect, Augmented workers, Culture, Competencies, Resources, Services, User 
experience, and Networked platform). He (Wärnestål, 2018) establishes a specific order to 
account of such impact driven design, where it both starts and ends with ethics and values of 
such. Moreover, Wärnestål (2018) argues that the model’s broad gauge makes it easier to 
understand and “facilitate a service ecology that gives rise to magical 
user/citizen/patient/student/human experiences” maintaining the importance of a holistic 
perspective in design. 

Although both Forlizzi’s (2008) and Wärnestål’s (2018) frameworks are great tools for 
considerate and impactful design, the current study’s scope is neither to produce a prototype 
for test, nor to gauge societal impacts. The current study attempts to consider both the 
product ecology’s ability for understanding the user’s social contexts, while trying answer its 
conceptual and mostly attitudinal aims through an explorative lens focusing on ASPC’s 
domains. More particularly, pertaining to ethics, augmented workers, cultures, competencies, 
resources, services, and user experience. It may be said that, although neither fully worked as 
a framework for this particular study, they both inspire the current study’s methodological 
stance. 

2.6 End of The Roundabout 
To conclude, previous studies show how issues prototyping with intelligent systems exist 
(Yang et al., 2018), but that it they may be circumvented, even using hi-fi prototypes 
(Feldman, 2017; Jordanous, 2017; Kato, Osone, Sato, Muramatsu, Ochiai, 2018; Liapis et al., 
2016; Oh, Song, Choi, Kim, Lee, Suh, 2018). However, this brings about an issue surrounding 
the focus of what is being evaluated, as it shifts from the human to the CAIS. 

Furthermore, studies that have successfully included functioning prototypes with CAIS 
suffer either the lack of realistic contexts of use (Feldman, 2017) or true end-users (i.e., 
designers) (Oh, Song, Choi, Kim, Lee, Suh, 2018). Hence, to study CAIS in a “Human 
Centered” way there is a need to account for the human aspects, such as intentionality (i.e., 
autonomy-ascription) and attitudes as core evaluation variable. This need to be studied in a 
realistic context, the customer journey map allows for plotting current and futures state of 
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the context as a user story. Which in turn, may give insights to identify an entry point to find 
the context-correct approach, and a fitting prototype (or concept) form. 

Additionally, the broader picture of the CAIS use is important as well. On the one hand, a 
social and contextual emphasis is gained with Forlizzi’s (2008) product ecology framework, 
on the other it lacks the ability to engage concept development on an attitudinal level. 
Wärnestål’s (2018) ASPC complements this quite well as it encompasses many of the product 
ecologies factors, and even more that account for the needs of the current study (i.e., ethical, 
conceptual, cultural, etc…). However, it fails in that it is simultaneously too encompassing for 
the current study’s scope. Indeed, it is quite evident that not only is there a gap of 
understanding the attitudinal aspects of CAIS, but also limitations in regards to the methods 
implemented in its study. Such issues rise on the account of the problem neither being 
framed correctly nor studied in accordance to its context. Thus, inability to frame it correctly 
may be due to the lack of existing frameworks to account for the concept. 

3. Methodology 
As the current study strives to evaluate a conceptual and attitudinal aspect related to UX of 
CAIS, it focuses on exploring such through a qualitative aspect, before a quantitative. 
Although quantitative would provide more objective empirical evidence it does not quite 
grasp the full extent of contextual human experiences in the same way qualitative studies 
may (Yin, 2009). A qualitative study undertakes broader and richer context of data (Maxwell, 
2008, p. 214), while it is more open to bias interpretation and even in data collection phase, 
many different quality controlling factors such as triangulation, contextualization, and non-
judgmental orientation can help mitigate the negative influence of bias (ibid, p. 543). 
Furthermore, the current study implements an exploratory design, this was particularly 
chosen for, as the name suggests, explorative properties especially for conceptual evaluation 
within a particular setting (i.e., field sites at an organization) and of a little understood 
phenomenon, to identify and discover important categories of meaning, and to generate 
hypothesis for further studies (Marshall and Rossman, 2014, p. 69). Additionally, as 
explorative case studies give the freedom to simultaneously explore, recount and explain 
these phenomena of interest using a real world situation (Yin, 2009), and since, “preferred 
qualitative research method when how and why questions are posed. . . [is also suitable when] 
the investigator has little control over the event, and the focus is on a contemporary 
phenomenon within a real-life context” according to Yin (2009) (as cited in Baškarada, 2013, 
p. 2), most certainly applies to the current study’s capabilities and limitations, thus gaining 
strength of imploring such through this particular method was chosen. This seemed 
particularly fitting as the field site was going through an organizational shift and since CAIS 
is a rather understudied concept, so to mitigate bias, confounds, and to increase internal 
reliability (i.e., measuring what it is supposed to) as well as external validity (i.e., its extent of 
application to other similar settings) these methodological choices in regards to data type and 
study implementation were made. 
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Following subsections will pertain to data collection, and its various sorts in chronological 
order, a description of participants, procedure of creating the design artifact (i.e., CJM), 
finally an account of the data analysis. 

3.1 Data Collection 
Data collection was conducted across multiple different sites and modalities, with 
participants of distributed roles within the UX firm, mostly being either service-  or UX 
designers and business strategists. 

3.1.1 Field site 
The current case study was conducted at several different locations within the same UX and 
SxD consultant firms, the organization identity is kept confidential as agreed per non-
disclosure agreement. 

Field site locations were in Gothenburg, Malmo, and Stockholm, with the bulk time (and 
field notes collected) being spent in the latter. The organization is mid-sized, originally 
spanning around 130 employees, recently acquired by a much larger global company. Not 
only has this increased the employee count to approximately 10,000, but it has also entailed 
some changes organization’s future capabilities. Some of these pertaining to the reach in 
types of design projects and customers, as well as its future capabilities of technological 
advancements, and generally the expansion of its range in different design domains. 
Coupling the organization’s already relevant field of practice (i.e., UX and service design), 
with its organizational goals and potential thereof, it lends itself for a highly relevant field site 
to study. More particularly due to its organizational goals of integrating technological 
advancements (e.g., AI, ML, Analytics) within their practice, but also as the shift allows for 
this study to investigate the mindset of practitioners in the middle of a large transition; 
Investigating their mindset before having been influenced by its integration, yet also right at 
its start, and therefore being able to gauge their unadulterated perception of incorporating 
and working with AI and ML technology. 

Multiple field sites were chosen over only one as it gained increase in heterogeneous 
sampling among the unstructured interviews and field notes as different offices could (and 
did) have differing organizational conducts, processes, and inputs that informed the DJM, as 
well as their responses towards a CAIS concept. This choice reflects and underlines the 
context relevant aspect of the study. 
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3.1.2 Participants 
Participants at the field site categorized by employment title yields an almost even 
distribution between business strategists (a total of 13 participants, 4 females, 9 males, ages 
32-51) and designers (a total of 14 participants, 8 females, 6 males, ages 29 - 56), with one 
executive (male, age 46) who is involved mostly as business strategist and PR. 

Participants were assigned to the study based on availability and position. It was 
important to gain different perspectives of the customer through these stakeholders, whom 
all are involved both with different kinds of customers, but also at various stages of the 
customer journey, thus a more complete and overarching picture of the customer journey was 
achieved. 

All data collection sessions were party to consent, participants were orally introduced and 
debriefed on the study before and after each interview, workshop, and scenario based 
interview. For each field note participants were asked for consent to use their statement as a 
part of the study. 

Participants of the study were all practitioners of differing roles. Such choice was explicitly 
made to increase heterogeneous sampling (see 3.1.1 Field site). Thus, an active choice was 
made to implore others than UX designers in the making of DJM and CAIS investigations 
since design occurs across multiple domains at the current firm, but also since it could yield a 
broader understanding on how such CAIS concept could be relevant across these domains of 
design and business strategy as well. 
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Table 1. Table shows participant distribution across data collection method and according 
to respective roles, as well as the total and unique count of each. “Unique” pertains to the 
number of participants that were unique to the collection method at the time. Each 
collection method is listed in chronological order. 
  Role 
 nsite (unique) Strategist Designer Executive 
Unstructured 

interviews 
7(7) P1, P2, P3, P4, 

P5, P6  
 P7 

Workshop 15(14) P1, P10, P11  P8, P9, P12, 
P13, P14, P15, 
P16, P17, P18,  
P19, P20, P21 

 

Use case 
interviews 

3(0) P1 P8, P9  

Field notes 5(3) P22 P23, P24, P16, 
P20 

 

nrole(unique)  13(11) 14(12) 1(1) 

Ntotal(unique) 30(24)    
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3.1.3 Unstructured interviews 
Initial data collection method entailed unstructured interviews with 7 business strategists (5 
males, 2 females, ages 36-53). The interview format was chosen due to its ability to foster 
richer data set, by not having to adhere to a certain structure the interview could naturally 
develop, this gives leeway to spontaneity in the interviewer’s inquiry (Opdenakker, 2006). It 
gave the advantage of being able to pose more relevant question in the moment that they 
were being discussed, one example being “…and how did that make you feel? ... Why do you 
think the customer thought that way?”. Of course it should be mentioned that, while the 
interview itself is unstructured, the study’s aims lead the focus of the interview, so to not 
derail from the topic at hand too much. 

Additionally, the strength of this format lends well to case studies where contexts and 
interviewees may vary greatly (Opdenakker, 2006). Furthermore, as these interviews were 
used to compose the foundation of the customer journey map, it was important that variables 
such as thoughts and feelings could be fluidly and naturally brought up and questioned. 
While, a structured or semi-structured study could more easily had primed the participant 
through the researcher’s own implicit bias selecting such questions and their order.  

3.1.4 Field notes 
Each field site was studied during the duration of the study (February – May 2018). Field 
notes were added to the data corpus mostly for data triangulation during analysis. Field notes 
were collected from all field sites, including a UX and SxD conference held towards the end of 
the study. The total number of participants whom responses were collected as field notes was 
5 (3 females, 2 males, ages 35 – 46), it should be mentioned that only 3 of these participants 
were not previously involved in data gathering. Additionally, that the reason why reoccurring 
participants are in this category is due to the relevance of what was mentioned, in what 
context. As the interview setting is more formal and can be intimidating, it could be a factor 
that makes a findings carry different weight depending on its respective collection method. 
Field notes were taken as statements and direct quotes from practitioners at the field sites. 

3.1.5 Workshop 
A workshop was held at mid-point of the study duration, when all unstructured interviews 
had been conducted, during which the study agenda was briefly disclosed, this was primarily 
done as a mean to add more data to the corpus. Fifteen (15) participants (10 males; 5 females, 
ages 32-56) attended the workshop, during which a short presentation was held. Each 
participant was told to write down a pain-point, a future-state, and a moment of truth 
pertaining to the current customer journey, and finally they were told to write down how a 
CAIS could aid them in their work today. Please note, that the participants were told to think 
and take note of what issues pained them in their own role at the firm, and the same for a 
future-state in the context of the organization, before they were asked to report on anything 
CAIS related. This was intentionally done to prime the participants to focus their answers 
from this specific perspective. 

A workshop was considered to be redundant as first as it only increased the volume and 
added work. However, on later introspection the idea seemed better as it would increase 
internal consistency of collected data variables, but also since it could serve (as it did) to 
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ideate more regarding CAIS concepts and future states. This was chosen over a focus group, 
as such was considered to focus on certain types of practitioners instead of gauging and 
concept developing for a heterogeneous sample, which is the primary purpose of the study 
the study (i.e., context relevance). 

3.1.6 Scenario based interviews 
Based on collected data at this point a scenario based interview (see Appendix 2) was held, in 
which each participant (3 males, ages 40-45) were read to a scenario. Each scenario was 
generated based on the particular pain-points identified in the making of the customer 
journey map, and particularly for their role at the firm. As the scenario progressed they were 
prompted to answer intermediary questions. This data collection was predominantly tailored 
to gauge the participant regarding a CAIS use case (different for each role, see Appendix 2); 
Each question specifically focused on gauging their preconceptions, attitudes, reactions and 
preferences surrounding the concept. Finally, for a brief moment towards the end an ideation 
session on CAIS uses was held with each participant, focusing on the scenario and what they 
had brought up during the interviews. 

This method was seen as most suitable as it allowed the current researcher to implore 
certain aspects of the concept incrementally neither while revealing too much at one 
moment, nor risking the user missing certain aspects, like a prototype or mock-up might. A 
story board could have been implemented instead of scenarios, however since a visual 
artefact might have left much to the user’s interpretation, and since its creation would have 
taken more of the already limited time, it was thought best to utilize a use case scenario 
interview instead. Additionally, it should be noted that the choice also gains the study a 
considerable strength, as it provides the researcher with more control to reduce confounding 
variables, such as if the prototype malfunction or interruptions from the environment. 

3.2 Materials 
All interviews were tape recorded on an iPhone 6s, IOS 11 Voice Memos app. These were 
uploaded to a secure Google drive for storage. Transcriptions and notes were taken on 
various devices and uploaded to the same Google drive. 

To produce the design artifact a digital prototyping program called Sketch app (v.3) was 
used as it did the job good enough, and since the current author already was proficient in its 
use. 

Ethical considerations were made (see 3.6 Ethical considerations) by making sure consent 
was given from each participant, all whom were classified as confidential. The entire data 
corpus was stored on a password protected Google Drive which was never downloaded to any 
device. Transcriptions were censored for names or anything that may have identified the 
participant. 

3.3 Data Analysis 
As the nature pertains to social issue of humans and machines, a commonly used qualitative 
data analysis method from social sciences, thematic analysis (Clarke & Braun, 2014; Kvale & 
Brinkman, 2009; Yin, 2009) was fit to be implemented in this study. Further, the current 
study relies on multiple data sets from different types of participants (i.e., designer, business 
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strategist, and other stakeholders) collected using many different methods (i.e., unstructured 
interview, workshops, scenario based interview, and field notes), the analysis method needed 
to encompass a robust analysis method that could flexibly be implemented across. Hence, 
thematic analysis was chosen, since it does not discriminate between data sets, and allows for 
analysis across the entire data corpus (Clark & Braun, 2014). It should also be noted that the 
choice of data collection (see 3.1 Data collection) being segmented in nature, fit thematic 
analysis perfectly because it prioritizes the data relevance, and does not put too much weight 
on theory while still being not being entirely detached (ibid, p. 4-5). Thus, allowing for both a 
deductive approach in the data interpretation in relation to theory (i.e., following inspiration 
from ASPC and The Product Ecology; see 2.5 The Broader Picture), and allowing descriptive 
method in analysis of data using a semantic approach (ibid, p. 12-13). 

According to Clarke and Braun (2014) the analysis itself consists of six different steps: 
Familiarization with data, generating initial codes, searching-, reviewing-, defining- and 
naming themes. This method was applied by repeatedly reading through transcribed and 
noted data, generating codes (i.e., short 1-2 sentences) for each interesting data extract or 
field notation. The codes where then pruned by reviewed multiple times and sorting them 
into categories that would turn into a candidate themes (i.e., short 1-4 worded description), 
which in turn each were separated (when too different) or collapsed (when too similar), and 
finally reviewed into three themes with a total of 9 sub-categories composing each respective 
theme. To add trustworthiness and to increase the internal validity of the findings the themes 
were validated through triangulation, which encompasses the verification of a certain theme 
through different types of data items (notes, extracts, and memos) from different data sets, 
from the entire data corpus (Baskarada, 2013, p. 5). 

3.4 Designer Journey Map 
The Designer journey map [DJM] was created on entire data corpus, except CAIS user 
scenario interviews. Its format was dictated on recent studies attempt to define a basis for its 
standardization (Folstad et al., 2013), for further explanation see introduction (2.4 CJM as 
method - in support of design). The choice of conducting a designer journey map instead of 
customer journey map was due to the inability to interview actual customers. Although a 
generic customer journey map could have been produced it did not seem relevant to the 
current study’s aim as it pertains to designer’s perceptions and future vision of a CAIS 
concept (see 2.6 End of The Roundabout). Of course there are limitations to any journey 
map, and it is important to consider such; Although the practice is widely utilized, its 
reliability is not on par with its use. Folstad and colleagues (2013) refer to this as a 
fragmented practice, which needs standardization of measures as well as agreed upon 
definitions. Though an important point of reflection, the scope of the current study does not 
does not concern this, attempts to control for this “fragmentation” is by adapting according to 
the delineation of Folstad and colleagues’ (2013) as much as possible, while also towards the 
relevance of the data collected at the field sites. 

It should be noted that alternative data refining and context insight methods were not 
chosen primarily as such were not able to accommodate the needs while providing value, as 
much as a journey map. One such considered, the deprioritized was an ordinary work flow, 
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although this illustrates step by step what is happening within a process, it does not consider 
other variables such as thoughts, emotions, goals, future states, nor does it lend the capability 
to researchers (or readers) to quickly grasp the steps in such depth. Of course, one could have 
ignored making of a journey map, although this would entail the loss of relevant context 
perspective, thus for the study at hand this choice was deemed as a value adding method. 

As aforementioned the DJM was produced to gain insight on where and what issues need 
to be addressed, its main purpose being to identify which areas troubled the participants 
specific to the targeted field site, to in the end focus the requirements of a developing a CAIS 
concept. This was conducted to gain enough perspective of the context at hand (i.e., the firm) 
in order to design a reality anchored CAIS concept, rather than making a scenario based on 
the researcher’s own preconceptions. It should be noted that the DJM entails mostly data 
that is not directly relevant to the study’s aims, yet very necessary, as it gains the overview 
needed to understand the organization as a whole, and then to deductively find areas that 
may delineate relevant requirements for a CAIS concept. 

Lastly, the DJM also incorporates a future state, which was produced based on data 
gathered from the entire data corpus, but which simultaneously corresponded to the previous 
identified factors in the DJM. The addition to the artifact served to visualize the findings 
pertaining to the designers’ and strategists’ responses regarding future states of the firm. 
Further data reporting and analysis of CAIS findings are reported in the current paper (see 4. 
Results). 

Although, the entire DJM served to inform the CAIS requirement generating process (see 
3.5 CAIS requirements) the “Progress”-stage (see Figure 1) pertains mostly to the UX 
designer. While other stages also may involve the UX designer, these are predominantly 
concerning the varying stages in the case process, and thus involves the entire team of 
practitioners, including the strategists. 

It is important to understand that the DJM although comprises the only visual design 
artefact in this study, is not the primary, nor the definitive answer to the study research 
questions. Its purpose (see 2.6 End of The Roundabout) is only to gain perspective of the 
organizational process, where in practitioner’s actions (i.e., design) occur, and to inform in a 
holistic sense to which aspects the current author should dive deeper within the use case 
interviews (see 3.1.6 Scenario based interview), which were created by generating relevant 
requirements (see 3.5 CAIS requirements) for a context relevant CAIS. 
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Figure 1. Designer Journey Map – Illustrates stages designers and strategists goes through 
dealing with customers at the current field site. Touchpoints, channels, doing, thoughts, 
feelings, pain points, goals, and future state are the factors composing the designer journey 
map. 
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3.5 CAIS Requirements  
From the entire data corpus, guided by relevant data points visualized and contextualized in 
the customer journey map, user requirements for a CAIS concept was chosen. This process 
was quite similar to the thematic analysis, yet not as extensive due to restricted time and data 
volume. All organizational issues pertaining to the project process, entailing everything from 
the Step before first contact (i.e., lead) with the client, the design process in the middle 
(major focus), to the delivery of the case to the customer. These were put on a timeline and 
cross multiple variables that outlined important aspects of the customer journey elements 
(i.e., Stages, Touchpoints, Channels, Thoughts and Feelings, Doing, Pain points, and Goals), 
such in turn inspired by Folstad and colleagues (2013) study, (for further explanation see 2.4 
CJM as method - in support of design; for Designer journey map see Figure 1). These where 
then prioritized based on frequency of responses, collapsed into categories, and rejected if 
outlying (i.e., not fitting or contradicting other more frequent data points). From these 
requirements each use case scenario (see 3.1.6 Scenario based interviews) was produced. 

3.6 Ethical Considerations 
As aforementioned, ethical consideration were made in order to ensure that the procedure of 
the research would both be conducted in an ethical manner, where the participant’s rights 
were respected and the study’s ethical principals were steadfast, this was ensured using the 
criteria laid out by Vetenskapsrådet (2002).  

When it came to the participant it was important to make sure they were informed in 
regards to what their role, that their participation was not mandatory, and that they may 
abstain, interrupt and ask to not be part of the study at any point without any repercussions. 
Moreover, it was important to collect consent from each participant, this was not written as 
the study undertook a continuous information gathering at multiple field sites in the form of 
field notes, thus it was thought to be best if each participant was briefed, asked for consent, 
and then debriefed orally. No participant was under the age of 15, and so no parental consent 
was needed. 

All participants were classified a confidential status, and not anonymous since the 
researcher, due to small participant pool, be able to identify a specific participant through 
their responses. However, confidentiality status allows the participant to still be 
unidentifiable by third-party readers. 

Furthermore, the study makes no attempt at identifying the organization as to not break 
against pre-set agreements in a signed non-disclosure agreement with the organization. It 
should be added that the researcher think it is best so to reduce the ability of any third-party 
reader to identify the participants of the study. 

The entire data corpus was stored on a password protected Google Drive which was never 
downloaded to any device. Transcriptions were censored for names or anything that may 
have identified the participant. 

Although the study did not specifically aim to investigate ethical aspects, it attempted to 
pursue on ethical considerations during data collection, if the participant would happen to 
mention it. 
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4. Results 
The following section will layout the findings from the thematic analysis, which resulted into 
three different themes with a total of 9 categories (see Table 2), each theme will be presented 
as its own subsection. 

Table 2. Table shows themes, the categories that made them, and their definitions. These 
are the results from the thematic analysis process. 

Themes Categories Definitions 
Attitudes Preconception Predispositions of the concept 

of CAIS before interaction. 

 Reaction Responses accounting for 
reactions to CAIS. 

 Preference Comment on likings and 
wishes towards CAIS 
concept. 

Attributes Merge with current design 
methods 

Reflections on using CAIS in 
conjunction with the 
organizations current design 
process. 

 Producing greater UX Responses about creating 
more reliable understanding 
of user needs. 

 AI/ ML as design material Remarks regarding 
prototyping artifacts that 
incorporate these 
technologies, rather than 
designing with it. 

Awareness Increasing AI/ML competence Observations on increasing 
the AI and ML competence 
both within the organization 
and UX community 

 Measuring value of design Responses about efforts to 
quantify more reliably the 
value of design. 

 AI and designer future roles Observations on how the role 
of AI and the designer will 
proceed in the future of UX 
design. 
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4.1 Attitudes 
As with anything new and foreign there is bound to be preconceptions of it, and CAIS is not 
an exception. Among certain participants the general preconception of a HMCC system 
seemed foreign, doubts and general misunderstanding were common when introducing the 
concept to such people. One participant noting “I see it more as a statistical program that 
collects and analyzes data the way I tell it to”, although having been told that the CAIS 
concept entailed a collaboration between the designer and the artificial system. On the other 
hand, many participants indicated doubt to the foreign concept of CAIS yet were able to 
understand it just fine, “Since it is artificially intelligent I see it as something that could give 
advice on optimization like, ‘make this button larger’, or like [automation] of tedious tasks, 
but I don’t think it is going to be intelligent”. When further probed for a reasons this 
participant indicated that “machines are good at measuring things humans can’t and being 
precise, but when it comes to actually interpreting things, and applying the findings and 
make design decisions they would not be able to do so” indicating that although they 
understand that the concept entails a collaboration effort, they do not find it assuring to give 
it autonomy for intelligent design decisions. However, most doubtful participants found it to 
be useful at tasks they would not want to do themselves and liking it to Apple’s iPhone 
assistant Siri, “It probably deals with ‘digital hygiene’, polish and name my files, testing 
contrasts and so on, probably just automate boring tasks, very low-intelligent stuff like Siri, 
but useful”. Although most participants’ preconceptions acquitted a low-intelligent ability, a 
consensus existed, that it carried value. As aforementioned, during the interviews most 
participants thought it might operate like Apple’s Siri, and thus automatically ascribed the 
CAIS concept a lower intelligence, and thereby capability “these types of systems are usually 
not that intelligent, even when they claim doing the things you suggest, they rarely are able to 
deliver something of coherence”. 

Yet as functionalities where brought up most people would react by starting to understand 
what the collaborative effort could entail, with some participants valuing it as a good way to 
initiate design “It seems to be a good starting point for design”, but not a particularly reliable 
system to allow for full collaborative autonomy (i.e., the way they would cooperate with a 
colleague). One participant noted “[it could be] like working with a colleague, you bounce 
ideas, but [CAIS would] be a bit more stupid”. Many other participants had very positive 
reactions, being hopefully towards the implementation of CAIS in their practice “Really great 
[that is suggests best practices and different prototyping examples], even as an expert I find 
value in it, since it would initiate my design process quicker, I’ll get to skip reading a bunch of 
manuals and methods”. While at the same time pointing out that the system could not be 
entirely trusted “I usually double check any new system’s output, is it totally different to my 
design process I’ll have greater reason to re-check.”, some sort of cognitive dissonance 
existed, yet not because he had an implicitly distrusting reaction of the CAIS but only that it 
may be using a different kind of design process. Another participant had a very lenient 
reaction towards CAIS level of autonomy, in regard to ascribing a level of collaborative 
autonomy to the system she responded, “Design is about making decisions based on 
tradeoffs, nothing is really entirely right or wrong”. 
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Evaluative interviews and workshops indicated that participants had very different kinds 
of preferences in interacting with the CAIS concept. A participant, with the title of strategist 
indicated that it could be useful when meeting clients about potentially acquiring them as a 
customer, “If it could identify problem areas for of the customer and show how it derived to 
the output, then I could use it when pitching to the customer”. Here the participant 
underlines the importance, and of his preference, to have the CAIS enlighten its user 
regarding how it came to the output it would deliver. Similar reactions were held by some 
designers, who wanted CAIS to incorporate how it came to the conclusion it presents to its 
user “I want it to suggest collaborative efforts instead of me figuring out that something just 
happened…It should be transparent… [it] shouldn’t be a black box, perhaps not too many 
details, that would detract from my time”. In many instances participants indicated very 
strongly that when interacting with the system, in any level of collaborative sense, the 
authority and control should always lie at the user’s hand, “The user needs to feel in control, 
always. It’s important that the power balance is with the user. There should always be an 
ability to turn it down or just it completely off when necessary!”. Further preference 
communicated by other participants, “Maybe it could adjust dynamically according how I 
work, slowly increasing its own autonomy in my design process over time” indicated that 
although it was important the CAIS had a lower level of autonomy as well as authority in the 
design process, it was interesting if it could gradually increase its own level of autonomy as 
time went on. The same participant had an interesting analogy about the gradual increase, 
“It’s like if my right arm was chopped off, I wouldn’t want to just put any random hand there, 
rather have my own growing back on”, illustrating how he could imagine the CAIS tailor to 
him the more it learns from co-creative interactions with it. This shows how he would think 
more of it as his own this way, rather than to adopt an intelligent system that would not 
adjust with incremental increases in level of autonomy throughout the design process as it 
became more acquainted with the designer. When asked how the system could further help 
him, he responded:  

“well since it could free up a lot of my time [by automating some tedious tasks] 
in the design [process] it allows me to dedicate more time towards being 
creative, perhaps [CAIS] could ideate with me on things like wireframes, colors 
and simple creative things”. 

It was quite evident that although the system was ascribed less intelligence, it still was 
thought of as being able to foster some creativity, first by freeing up the designer’s time (i.e., 
through simple task management and its computational power) and allow him to take on 
more creative, but also indicated an ability to foster some simple creativity in a collaborative 
co-creative process. 

Finally, a great majority of the participants explicitly ascribed it an assisting role, rather 
than collaborative, indeed participants found themselves preferring and almost demanding 
the CAIS to take on this role: 

“[I want] to be rid of tedious quantitative analysis… since it doesn’t seem like 
would understand human behavior I’d rather be in charge of deep diving into 
the qualitative aspect of studies, I want to talk to the participants when they’re 
[doing] and experiencing... because at the end of the day it’s a machine and 
machines don’t really capture the entire human experience” 
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strongly remarking that the practitioners job should be primarily centered in the qualitative 
and intentionality driven aspect of design, much seemed to stem from the fact that a sign of 
the machine “understanding” human intentionality was something they needed to make it 
feel more intuitive and thus more trustworthy as a collaborator. Another interesting idea was 
purported by a participant who reacted towards the CAIS User Research scenario (see 
Appendix 2 - Use case scenario interview) “Maybe the quantitative aspect of data driven 
design would reduce bias in certain aspects?”, seeing potential for bias reduction in the 
concept. A couple of participant reactions came up during an ideation phase, these were 
primarily directed towards ethical implications of the concept, and briefly on how it could aid 
in introducing elements in the design which would account for more ethical consideration on 
the part of the designer, “… with the new [general data policy regulations] one thing the 
system has to incorporate then is an ethical [consideration] towards the end-user’s data, it 
needs be under some kind of control by a recognized protocol and it needs to be 
transparent.”, and “… handling user data can be scary, it’s one thing for the machine to 
process the data, we simply make sure it works in a fail-safe way, but I think it’s the designer 
who needs help, maybe making me consider what ethical procedures I should incorporate in 
my part of the work”. When asked further on what specific things, she listed some things that 
would help her in the design process: 

“…like collecting consent and debriefing participants correctly, or checking 
accessibility channels on my design, so I’m not excluding people with handicaps, 
and maybe even small things like how to avoid implicit ‘dark pattern and 
nudging’ things, that would be really great!” 

These functions were not part of the constructed scenarios (see Appendix 2 - Use case 
scenario interview) yet clearly the participant was able to identify use cases of how it could 
be of aid to her designing projects, primarily for ethical purposes. Her response also 
indicated that there were steps, or factors, that the CAIS could help her whit while designing, 
things like reminding and aiding her in accessibility design practices, almost functioning as a 
cognitive (i.e., memory) extension, much like a collaborator. Yet, it was very clear that she, 
like almost everyone else, saw CAIS rather as an assistant, collaboratively supporting the 
designer who is at the center stage, one participant noting that “It could take some load of the 
designer helping them with tedious tasks, through automation or optimization”. 

4.2 Attributes 
When taking the current state of the organization’s process in consideration, many of its 
native UX methods are at the core of its design philosophy. Indeed, every practitioner has 
their own way of work as well as their own perspective, yet, when the potential of a great 
change such as AI comes along, current processes get reevaluated. In this case, many 
participants indicated that a HMCC concept like CAIS could be incorporated with their own 
methods of user research such as impact mapping, “When it comes to our own process of 
impact mapping, this system could aid to increase the ability to process larger amounts of 
data”, adding:  

“…[most] of [the impact mapping process] is about three different questions 
‘why, how, and what’ each defined by subcategories that that we figure out 
through user research and analysis… so if this system could help me analyze a 
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large set of qualitative data and make suggestions on patterns I would not be 
able to see, then we have value of such [system]”. 

It could be seen among these participants that the CAIS concept’s computing power was 
valued, but at the same time others could think of other aspects of CAIS that would be 
valuable to the method:  

“… [CAIS] could idea generate and help me in creating personas and use cases 
from the data I select…, [and] although it seems kind of a farfetched idea, maybe 
it could be part of the workshops when we teach impact mapping, like an 
interactive and intelligent tutorial, or even a tutor maybe?” 

Firstly, while many others saw it as an assistant, this participant saw an ability to work with 
the system in a collaborative manner to ideate and co-creatively add to their (i.e., firms) 
native design process. Secondly, she saw an opportunity to merge its capabilities, and try to 
hybridize the service they provide currently between human and machine. 

During an infield observation a participant spoke of the ability to achieve greater value to 
customers by understanding end user requirements, these in turn would increase in 
reliability as more of it could be collected and analyzed towards gaining a deeper 
understanding of what greater underlying issues customers have in their organizations.  

“So, when a massive amount of [end user] data is gathered and analyzed, 
complex relations may be identified… that is something we could use to increase 
reliability of our method, anticipate the needs of both C-level clients and to 
predict transformative impacts for the organization, which then trickles down 
to the end-user” 

In many ways what the participant was talking about was to increase the ability to better 
identify, or rather anticipate what needs the end-users has, which the customer (i.e., who 
provides the service or product) cannot figure out due to their lack of analytical power, and 
then to use it as an advantage to design more reliable solutions for the end-user or customer 
in a way to impact on a transformative level (i.e., significant organizational difference).  

Throughout the span of this study many participants noted that how the concept of CAIS 
seemed to be a tool, or rather an extension to current and conventional designing methods, 
while it did not seem to incorporate using AI or ML as design elements themselves. Indeed, 
while this was never explicitly part of the research questions, it was brought up quite 
frequently, and too frequently misunderstood to be the intention of the study. One such 
occasion was during the workshop, where a large amount of data was collected on various 
aspects of a future vision of incorporating AI and ML technology, a majority of 10 
participants mistook the question and responded similarly to this participant “even though a 
few of our customers use [AI and ML] in most of their products, we have not been designing 
these, is it that we don’t have the potential or just that they rather do it in-house?”, another 
claimed that “[I] don’t think we are the first firm people think of when it comes to that kind 
of technology, we don’t have the reputation or the experience, how would you even prototype 
for it when you don’t have a big amount of end-user data?”. Their concerns seemed valid, the 
organization is not known for performing AI or ML UX design, nor does it have in-house or 
external experience designing with such. The interesting aspect of this observation stemmed 
in the participants misunderstanding in how one does design with AI or ML as design 
material. Of course if one is to build a functional AI in the prototype of their design, a massive 
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amount of data is needed to train it, yet when it comes to UX testing one does not always 
need to resort to functional prototypes, as this one participant explained it “you can always 
do a concept scenario like this or so many other methods, storyboarding, wizard-of-Oz, 
improvisational user testing, and many more”, agreeably not having much data is not an 
excuse for not using AI or ML as design material for non-true-functioning prototypes. 

4.3 Awareness 
It was clear however, that to achieve this kind of capability, not only would a CAIS concept 
need to exist, but also a substantial amount of data of end-user would have to be collected, 
processed within the correct parameters, and finally algorithmic expressions might then have 
to be altered to account for the new changes. The idea of it seemed intimidating and many 
designers did not feel they could be up for the task of changing their current, already working 
process, for something entirely foreign and unknown. On one hand there where many who 
seemed intimidated at first “… then you probably [have to] load it up with tons of data, which 
sounds too advanced…” when asked further what made them feel this way one responded 
“because it’s very far from what I do today... If I had an expert that’d helped me out with it, 
I’d consider using it!”. Responses such as these where quite many, however the final 
statement highlighted and interesting effect, the designer was closed to the idea of using it 
when the task encompassed data handling, a practice that seemed too foreign from their 
domain of expertise, but he was not entirely closed to the idea of using it, if an expert would 
aid in his endeavors designing with CAIS. Further questions revealed that what was missing 
essentially was the competence and a central authority the designer could reach to learn more 
about how to operate data driven design with CAIS. The case was more evident during a 
workshop seminar at a conference, designers were brainstorming about how to incorporate 
more AI, machine learning, and data driven design. One of the missing pieces was indicated 
as competence, particularly since no one knew how or where to start: 

“… I’ve mustered up enough courage and started to look in to it, reading articles, 
and attending talks, inching piece by piece, but when it comes to actually 
learning something about implementing it, and the important part of actually 
doing it, I have no idea where to start, do we like even have someone at [the 
firm] who knows this?” 

A colleague who was listening from the side interjected, “well, we don’t really right now, but I 
think there is some guy at [the larger enterprise that acquired the firm recently], maybe you 
should check with him, and see if we could have him give a talk… [it] could be the start of a 
new role at [the firm]!”. As mentioned previously, a need for increasing awareness and 
expansion of competence was communicated clearly, and a central point of knowledge was 
expected if there was going to be any “doing” with this kind of technology. Finally, some more 
economical viable solutions to increasing the AI, ML, and data driven design awareness was 
suggested, one participant thought that collaborating with educational institutions could lead 
to a mutually benefitting solution “… it could be that we just bring in some students who 
work with it, making prototypes and researching it, this way we explore entry points for us, 
while the students get a place to write their thesis and as well as an entry point to the practice 
for them”. 
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Throughout the interviews conducted for creating the designer journey map most 
participants, if not all strategists, explicitly noted that the organization’s follow-up evaluation 
of cases are too few and do not measure it well:   

“We just don’t bother doing follow-ups and value measuring for a couple of 
reasons, first we have become too lazy since we have a lot of business 
opportunities at the door we haven’t had to check in after a while to measure 
how well we really did ‘after the dust has settled’ so to say. Secondly, it would be 
too hard to quantify effects of the delivery of a project, since if the follow-up 
measures the effect after some time, it may have been prone confounding 
variables, which could lead to an erroneous conclusion of the effect” 

While the latter observation is correct, it is not an excuse for not controlling for certain 
variables when conducting the measure, or doing so over many times and then control more 
reliably for the confound. Another participant, during a brief conversation at the conference 
noted that  

“if we don’t start to measure the impact of our design and the value it creates for 
customers, years to come, who are we to teach them impact map?... the 
measuring could be either at the end-user level or organization level at the 
customer, for this a concept like yours could perhaps help by maximizing the 
amount of data yield, automatize data collection, and perhaps allow for an 
easier analysis of it all” 

This participant regarded CAIS from a more positive standpoint, but most importantly he 
was able to shed light on how the CAIS system could solve a pain at the firm, but also at the 
same time create an insight in regards to the design and the quality it provides through its 
lifespan, not only the UX at the moment but also the UX sustainability of the product or 
service, by measuring value of the design. 

Of course, the value of the CAIS concept is also derived from where practitioners believe it 
is heading, and of course what values it might create to enhance their designing experience. 
When asked about the usefulness of such technologies applied at an organizational level 
could be in the future, participant answers were mostly directed towards a positive future. 
While there were some pessimistic participants who would not recognize any value in the 
future, most could envision it, with the exception that it did not feel like it would happen in 
an immediate future, but rather in a more distant future, “Perhaps you could have a real 
conversation with AI in the future, and that would have made me feel more confident in its 
design proposal, but that feels a little too [far] in the future, in fact this concept feels a little 
before its time”. It should be noted that it seemed like there was a negative correlation 
between age, plausibility of AI/ML technological and immediacy of its implementation, the 
younger the participant, the more inclined did they seemed towards envisioning a CAIS in the 
close future. On the surface, it could seem to verify stereotypes of age and technological 
distrust and doubt, yet it should be noted that the younger participants were also more 
involved in technology as they were mostly UX designers and the older participants of the 
study where more on the business side, as business strategists, nevertheless, the current 
study’s CAIS concept is intended to account for strategists as well. One very interesting 
response about the roles of AI and designers in the future was observed during the ideation 
phase of the use case scenario of visual design (see Appendix 2). “Perhaps it could mediate a 
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collaboration platform for all designers? That would create a large library for the entire UX 
community, and encourage more uniform working methods”, in his remarks he observed 
how the CAIS could allow for a role change for the CAIS concept as envisioned in the 
scenario, suggesting that it would connect designers to each other, and making the design 
efficacy greater for everyone. The most interesting comment of this study was perhaps not 
the capability of a CAIS concept to introduce more efficacy among practitioners, but as the 
primary agenda to envision the role and attitude towards such a system as a way to give an 
entry point towards how to design for such with greater UX, that is why the aforementioned 
participants remark rang so true to this study, it is not only about how human and machine 
work together, but rather how humans and machine work together with other humans in the 
co-creative endeavor of an entire community. 

5. Analysis and discussion 
The current section is segmented into two sub-sections, the first accounting an analysis with 
accompanying discussion on the findings of this study, if and how they align with relevant 
research, while the second sub-section discusses the study itself. Order of discussed findings 
are according to how the themes were reported in the results section (see 4. Result). 

5.1 Findings 
The following section lays out an analysis of the findings in the order of the three themes 
“Attitudes, Attributes, and Awareness” where previously discussed in the results section (see 
4. Results). Furthermore, an accompanying discussion is provided, where relevant studies 
are contrasted to the analysis of respective finding. 

5.1.1 Attitudes 
Within the current study an emphasis was put on the interplay between humans and 
machines when discussing the CAIS concept. This effect was most clear when discussing how 
much trust, as in autonomy as collaborator, each participant was inclined to put towards the 
CAIS concept. Yang and Newman (2013) bring forth their results that indicate a reluctance to 
use an intelligent system that incorporates ML in situations that are “complex or sensitive 
[in] context…”. They report it to partly be due to the user’s perception of such system having 
an unintuitive nature, a sense of unreliability, and non-intelligent manner. In a similar line 
the findings of a similar study on CAIS (Jordanous, 2017) highlighted the defining, or rather 
framing of collaboration to set the perspective of how we view the intelligent agent itself (i.e., 
concept in this case), and thus also the imagined possibilities. Within the current study this 
effect was observed, but in a different as the essence of the study pertains to the participants’ 
attitudes. From it, an interplay between how much the user thought the CAIS was able to 
understand their intentions, and how willing they were then to ascribe it a collaborator status 
(i.e., expressed as different levels of autonomy the user was willing to lend the system). The 
opposite was even more evident, as the less the user felt it could understand human 
intentionality and implicit behaviors the less trust in its abilities as a collaborator with 
autonomy (at varying levels) and intelligence was it ascribed. An interesting insight came 
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from this; The issue with perceiving a system as less intelligence hinders how much and what 
kind of capabilities we ascribe to it, which in turn hinders our creativity in researching it, 
with our endeavors of concept developing, prototyping, creating experiments, and other 
kinds of studies. Thus, it may be seen as a self-imposed restriction we set on ourselves when 
it comes to studying technologies that incorporate AI or ML. 

As the there is a level of baseline autonomy established in AI, participants of the current 
study often reported that they preferred, and even required sometimes, the system to account 
for delineating what it was doing, and its underlying intentions. In a very recent study (Oh et 
al., 2018) the interactions with a CAIS was studied, where the three main findings were in 
line with the current study’s: first, detailed instructions on how it was performing a certain 
action were positively correlated with user feeling of content. Second, the feeling of authority 
in the interaction within the HMCC endeavor needed to lie with the human, more over the AI 
had to establish its “intentions”, or rather reasons for a certain action, when requested by the 
user. This was explicitly express in the current study, people did not always want the CAIS to 
show how it arrived at a certain conclusion, but rather only when they wanted it to. Finally, 
the study (Oh et al., 2018) found that although the users rated the AI system (i.e., DuetDraw) 
quite low in ability, they still found it enjoyable; In the current study a great majority did not 
perceive of the CAIS as fully collaborative (i.e., as a colleague), yet most participants saw an 
inherent value in using it, and thought that it may aid designers, as well as the UX 
community. 

5.1.2 Attributes 
Although previous studies indicate that HMCC collaboration may foster human creativity by 
triggering an out-of-box thinking, the participants of the current study indicated a somewhat 
different effect. It was more likely they would dedicate their times towards more creative 
endeavors when the machines automatized tedious tasks for them, yet this creative 
opportunity was expressed as an act they conduct by themselves, while the CAIS was busy 
crunching numbers or polishing their wireframes. However, it should be noted that a couple 
of participants could envision themselves indulging in simple collaborative co-creations such 
as with wireframing or picking colors, indicating a slight hint of collaborative creative 
fostering in humans. Of course, is should be noted that the current study was performed on a 
concept rather than an actual prototype, thus the use could not possibly have been triggered 
in the same way in order for their creativity to have been “jumpstarted” in the same way, 
since Liapis et al. (2016) study was found to produce this effect only when the user’s routines 
in the design process was changed in a way so the user had to reframe their creative process. 

Earlier research (Yang et al., 2018; Yang and Newman 2013) has shown that there is an 
inherent lack of ability to use intelligent technologies (i.e., ML) as design materials, however, 
little attention has been directed towards using the actual technology as a HMCC tool to 
design with as collaborators. However, when it considering issues brought up by participants, 
it is evident that there is a perception of the same kind of issues expressed in previous 
literature (Yang et al., 2018), in regards to prototyping, ideating, and actuating with 
intelligent technologies. However, insights from the current study indicated a different 
conclusion, although there is a lack of actuating the use of such technologies among 
designers, prototyping and ideating did not seem to present themselves as an issue. Indeed, 
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as participants noted and purely based on this study, prototyping and concept development 
and evaluation is not a hindrance; Creative methods of concept development, prototyping 
and evaluation exist such as storyboarding, wizard-of-Oz, improvisational prototyping, to 
mention a few, and from these ideations may be conducted. But is should be expressed 
participants of this study also expressed a perceive struggle towards actuating the design with 
such technology. However, as this study probed a little deeper, it was suggested that at least 
in this firm, the lack of actuating was due to the lack of a central authority, or rather a 
knowledge hub in the community. Participants expressed that such may have a positive 
influence that could motivate, inspire, and push them towards actuating more with these 
intelligent technologies. In their study (Yang et al., 2018), reports that their participants, 
whom even had knowledge surrounding intelligent technologies, preferred to collaborate 
with a skilled technologist (i.e., data scientist) when designing. This was also quite strongly 
remarked on within the current study, although the designers had no previous encounters 
with CAIS or particular knowledge surrounding the concept, they still preferred to have an 
expert helping them when utilizing the system.  

5.1.3 Awareness 
When considering the general awareness in the current community of the users, regarding 
understanding how intelligent agents and systems worked, the current study found a gap of 
knowledge. This was most predominant in their explanations and analogies of intelligent 
systems; Some thought it could do anything and “treated it like magic”, similar to how Yang 
et al. (2018) reports their findings, while at the same time others thought it was some 
statistical program with an intuitive interface. Most participants of course, likened it to 
Apple’s intelligent assistant Siri, but most people where almost afraid of expressing how it 
worked in the background. 

In their study Yang and colleagues (2018) report on three outcomes: first, that there is a 
belief that advancement of AI would improve interactions (i.e., UX design). Second, that 
there is an inherent need for research on the use and designing challenges. Third, that there 
exists and actual need to work with these design challenges. Finally, they make the closing 
remark that there is not a fundamental lack of knowledge (i.e., of AI and ML) in the UX 
community. The current study served to answer to the need of researching the use and 
designing challenges with intelligent systems. In its findings, verified that there in fact exists 
a need to actuate and work with design challenges pertaining to both using AI and ML as 
design materials, but also in interacting and co-creative collaborations between users and 
machines. 

To end this section, the author wants to ask the reader to be recount and be cognizant of 
what ethical implications where discussed, what this kind of technology could be capable of, 
and perhaps even more important what should one be concerned about when designing with 
intelligent agents. While the current study undertook a very large qualitative volume of data 
from a large set of participants, there were very few moments with even less participants who 
recounted an ethical consideration. Yet, from those who dedicated their thought ideas of 
accessibility and data protection was included. The designer’s obligation to consider implicit 
biases during their design, and last put perhaps quite relevant in the current era of a ML 
driven social media, in what ways the algorithms powering the interactions and design 
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process may be influencing the outcome. Do we sacrifice integrity, inclusivity, and privacy in 
the name of better UX?  

5.2 Study 
As any good study, a certain level of suspicion and reflection of the outcome is important. To 
start of the participants of the current study all belong to the same organization and firm, 
which is bound to create, at the very least, an implicit bias in showing the organization in a 
good light. 

Of course, when it came to the selection of participants the main intention of the current 
study was to investigate its aims through interviews, both with consultants at the field site, 
but also customers. This, was thought to reduce bias as well as introduce alternative 
perspective and more generalizability. Yet, due to certain restrictions from the organization 
the current study was only able to engage in data collection at certain sites, and with pre-
selected individuals. With the adoption of field notes, it was hoped to reduce some bias by 
shifting the participant selection autonomy to the researcher, but of course data points from 
such are not as in depth as the rich qualitative data gathered from interviews. 

Other limitation of the study pertains to its generalizability, of course being qualitative in 
nature and applied to a specific sub-population of designers at a particular organization does 
reduce it. However, the current author holds to reason that its generalizability is in fact 
underlined by the fact of it aligning with the findings of many other studies. Furthermore, 
that an external validity of the study is given since it was conducted in a real context, with 
real practitioners, based on real requirements, this is a strength in which experimental 
studies do not have as they are conducted in a controlled environment and limited to certain 
set of interactions, and thus bound to certain dependent variables. 

The largest dissonance of the study pertains to the object of the study, since it is a concept 
rather than a prototype it did not have the ability gauge the user needs in the same way that 
an actual prototype could manifest, this is accordingly to what was aforementioned (see 2. 
Related research). On the other hand, the use case scenarios allowed from more freedom of 
conjuring any kind of test case and multiple at that. This would not have been with an actual 
prototype since that would have taken even more time, and lent itself to less creative ability 
for width and depth of testing. 

It should also be mentioned, as is briefly aforementioned (see 3.5 CAIS Requirements) 
that the CAIS concept was not analyzed extensively through thematic analysis. This was due 
to data volume and restricted time, but also the scope of the study, which did not intend to 
focus on this matter, but rather to investigate what came later, the user’s perception of the 
CAIS concept. 

6. Conclusion and future studies 
To conclude the current study sought to answer the overall perception of practitioners’ 
perception surrounding HMCC efforts by designing and then evaluating a CAIS concept. 
Although the body of relevant literature is quite thin, much of what appeared relevant in the 
findings were supported. The aims of the current study were composed of four research 
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questions: first, to gain an insight on what the role of CAIS could be at UX and Service design 
organizations (i.e., current field site); Next, to understand how it could aid the practitioners; 
Then, what the designer’s attitude was towards the concept; Finally, the study attempted to 
understand the values of a CAIS concept for UX and Service designers in the current 
landscape of design, shifting towards a new era that incorporates design with such intelligent 
systems (i.e., AI and ML). Each of these aims where addressed during the study: CAIS was 
perceived as an asset for simple task management, and for uses where computational power 
was needed, this was expressed over creative purposes. It is of the authors belief, and as 
indicated in the discussion and analysis (see 5. Analysis and Discussion), that such stems 
from a preconception, and perhaps influenced by daily assisting AI technologies such as 
Apple’s Siri or Google Assistant. Similarly, its purpose in aiding designers, where it was 
perceived more as an assistant than a collaborator. Some interesting factors were observed in 
the attitude, both in preferences and reactions that indicated that the user rather ascribe 
lower levels of autonomy to the CAIS and feels strongly toward it being a transparent system, 
there were some indications that these reactions and expressed preference could have been 
based on preconceptions that the user had of intelligent systems before interaction. Lastly, 
many interesting ideas and values were found that could aid in the shift to an AI era, from 
how to encourage more actuating of design with these technologies, to considerations on 
ethical approaches of using an intelligent system. 

There are many future directions that may be implemented from this point, the current 
study simply served as an entry point into making the design challenges to deal with. One 
quite apparent one would be to create a digital mock-up or digital prototype for the CAIS 
system to investigate the same effects, perhaps a visual representation coupled with an 
intricate scenario could yield more concrete effect. At the very least such a study could be 
used to explore the user interface for a CAIS. Further studies on CAIS could consider a 
broader set of UX practitioners from different organizations, this may include a sample that 
is more diverse in their experience and knowledge level surrounding intelligent systems. One 
particularly important future direction would be in regards to the implications of using CAIS 
and its implication on both the practitioner’s creative ability, but also on the user centered 
practice; Heavy reliance on tools, especially those that distance co-creation with users and 
stakeholders might influence the design process badly, even if it is not the underlying 
intention behind the CAIS concept. As early mentioned in the current study, although the 
integration aspect of CAIS does not fall under the scope of this study it is quite important to 
study. Thus, it should be recognized that it is crucial to investigate designer behavior in the 
design process as a product of utilizing CAIS technology, first not to create harm in the UCD 
practice, and then to explore how and if it might evolve on top of it. Finally, and perhaps 
most important, a CAIS study that primarily and more deeply investigates ethical 
considerations, such as accessibility, personal data, implicit design patterns; Bringing both 
designing with CAIS, and with intelligent systems as a material together under one study. 
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CAIS 1 - User Testing & Analysis 
 
Du har ansvaret att utforska, testa och ta fram insikter kring interaktionen på Teslas 
instrumentpanel på nya Roadster 2. Bilen har en användargrupp på 100 slutanvändare. Till 
ditt förfogande har du allt du kan och vet idag, med tillägget av den nya CAIS (Collaborative 
Artificial Intelligence System) på din dator. Då du inte har använt den tidigare är du lite 
osäker vad den är kapabel till, men du har hört att den kollaborativt hjälper i 
designprocessen. Du sätter igång den och… 
 

• Vad är det första du ser? 
• Vilka funktioner kan du föreställa dig utföra med den? 
• Känner du något system i dagsläget som liknar detta? 

 
Eftersom att du aldrig har arbetat med instrumentpanel för autonoma bilar förut är du lite 
osäker kring hur man går tillväga när man ska designa tester, du frågar den om info kring 
“best practice” och CAIS identifierar 5 olika metoder som den tror passar bäst… 

• Vad är din spontana uppfattning om detta? 
• Skulle du ha tillämpat det om du kunde idag? 
• Hur pass säker känner du dig i att använda detta? 

 
Du vill ta fram en sammanställning på slutanvändarnas interaktioner med 
instrumentpanelen, detta kan du utföra antingen genom att analysera 10 slutanvändares 
intervjuer och beteendemönster (t.ex., skärmtryck, ögonrörelse, kvantitativ data, osv… ), eller 
låta CAIS utföra detta på alla 100 inom ett par minuter… 

• Vad väljer du? 
• Hur trygg känner du dig om CAIS utför dessa? 
• Hur skulle det kunna kännas mera tryggt för dig? 

• Om CAIS visar hur den sammanställde insikterna kring klustringsmetoden, 
den kvantitativ analys av tryck på skärm, positionering och kalender (osv)? 

 
Generella frågor: 

• På vilket sätt skulle du kunna se teknologi som CAIS gynna 
transformerande uppdrag på [firman]? 
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CAIS 2 – Prototyping 
 
Du har ansvaret att prototypa Teslas instrument panel på nya Roadster 2. Bilen har en 
användargrupp på 100 slutanvändare som har testat fordonet med en äldre prototyp; deras 
data är sammanställd, analyserad, och du har en klar bild inför ditt arbete. Till ditt 
förfogande har du allt du kan och vet idag, med tillägget av den nya CAIS (Collaborative 
Artificial Intelligence System) på din dator. Då du inte har använt den tidigare är du lite 
osäker vad den är kapabel till, men du har hört att den kollaborativt hjälper i 
designprocessen. Du sätter igång den och… 
 

• Vad är det första du ser? 
• Vilka funktioner kan du föreställa dig utföra med den? 
• Känner du något system i dagsläget som liknar detta? 

 
Eftersom att du aldrig har arbetat med instrumentpanel för autonoma bilar förut är du lite 
osäker kring hur man går tillväga för att designa dess UI. Du frågar den om info kring “best 
practice” och CAIS identifierar 3 olika prototyping metoder och 5 exempel som den tror 
passar bäst… 
 

• Vad är din spontana uppfattning om detta? 
• Skulle du ha tillämpat det om du kunde idag? 
• Hur pass säker känner du dig i att använda detta? 

 
Du är i första iteration-stadiet och har precis gjort 2 olika wireframes som du ska A/B testa. 
På CAIS system ikon ser du att det blinkar, därefter klickar du upp dashboarden och ser att 
den har tagit fram ett förslag till dig. I förslaget finner du dina wireframes fast med ett 
alternativt flöde än det du hade lagt upp. Nedan till höger ser du en knapp där det står “A/B 
test?”,  svävar du musen över kan man se en lista med saker som händer efter ett knapptryck: 
10 slutanvändare A/B testas, förslag på nytt flöde samt förslag på ”pixel perfect” och 
animationer.  
 

• Hur väljer du att gå tillväga och varför? 
• Hur trygg känner du dig om CAIS utför dessa? 
• Hur skulle det kunna kännas mera tryggt/ bättre för dig? 

• Om CAIS visar vad och hur den baserar sina förslag? 
 
Generella frågor: 

• På vilket sätt skulle du kunna se teknologi som CAIS gynna 
transformerande uppdrag på [firman]? 
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CAIS 3 - Pitch, Proposal, Progress, & Post-delivery 
 
Du affärsansvarig och kontaktperson för [firman], förra veckan fick du en rapport på att 
Tesla motors var intresserade att ta in [firman] konsulter till ett projekt som omfattar “ökad 
användarupplevelse” på instrumentpanelens UI för deras nya Roadster 2. Till ditt förfogande 
har du allt du kan och vet idag, med tillägget av den nya CAIS (Collaborative Artificial 
Intelligence System) på din dator. Då du inte har använt den tidigare är du lite osäker vad 
den är kapabel till, men du har hört att den kan kollaborativt hjälp i affärsprocessen, från 
början till slut. Du sätter igång den och… 
 

• Vad är det första du ser eller hör när du startar CAIS? 
• Vilka relevanta funktioner kan du föreställa dig utföra med den? 
• Känner du något system i dagsläget som liknar detta? 

 
Ett först möte är inbokat och du ska träffa kunden på deras kontor, till ert möte frågar du 
CAIS för en kund profilering och ”pitch points”. CAIS tar fram en kundprofil utifrån liknande 
projekt Tesla har utfört med konsultverksamheter som [firman], utöver det identifierar den 9 
”pitching points” som den kategoriserar i 3 olika ”pitch decks”, även dessa justerade efter en 
“cross-reference” mellan dokument med resultat taget från dina föregående uppdrag men 
även på Teslas håll. Till slut ser du en lista med 5 tillgängliga konsulter som passar uppdraget 
bäst utifrån deras kompetens. Dessa rekommendationer ser du på CAIS UI, och är tillämpade 
efter den data den har prioriterat och anser är mest relevant till din förfrågan... 
 

• Vad är din spontana uppfattning om detta? 
• Skulle du ha tillämpat det om du kunde idag? 
• Hur pass säker känner du dig i att använda detta? 

 
Tillslut har leverabel tagits fram och det är dags för en utchecknings möte. På plats kommer 
CAIS finnas som spelar in och dokumenterar utcheckningen, precis på samma sätt som den 
har gjort på tidigare möten samt under den tid som konsulterna har arbetat med den 
(slutanvändares data och värden, samt resultat från tester). CAIS har därför möjligheten att 
informera dig kring den faktiska värdet [firman] har producerat, hur pass bra den passar 
med värdeorden, och hur stor effekten kommer att vara för kunden som en projicering. 
 

• Hur väljer du att gå tillväga och varför? 
• Hur trygg känner du dig om CAIS utför dessa? 
• Hur skulle det kunna kännas mera tryggt/ bättre för dig? 

• Om CAIS visar vad och hur den baserar sina förslag? 
 
På vilket sätt skulle du kunna se teknologi som CAIS gynna transformerande 
uppdrag på [firman]?  


